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SOT KATHRYN KENNEDY 2508-13(COVER W/MAGAZINE SHOTS)

(sot kathryn kennedy)
'I'd say defintely because of magazines, TV shows, movies -- things like that -- there is a lotta pressure to look good.'
SOT KATHRYN KENNEDY 2519CG - KATHRYN KENNEDY         ATHLETE, MARYVALE PREP         

(sot kathryn kennedy)
'I definitely think also in athletics there's a big  pressure to look good so yeah I think it's -- it's really sad.'
NAT FULL HOCKEY GAME

(nat full hockey game)
'Maryvale Prep lacrosse game'
HOLD HOCKEY GAME VIDEO

(narrator track)
kathryn kennedy and student-athletes like her all over the state  face a growing challenge --


how to look good, feel good, and play well --


playing safe, fair, and sober.
NAT FULL -- EXT. HOTEL

(NAT FULL)
'ambient'
INSIDE AUDIENCE OF YOUNG WOMENCG - APRIL 23, 2009         TIMONIUM, MD

(narrator track)
they attend the 'powered by me' conference in timonium where 
SHOTS OF MARKAKIS & AUDIENCE

an orioles star handles questions.


should a steroid user make the hall of fame?
NAT FULL NICK MARKAKIS

(sot nick markakis)
'I'm leaning toward 'no.'
NAT FULL NICK MARKAKISCG - NICK MARKAKIS         BALTIMORE ORIOLES

(nat full)
'you have all those guys who went out and did it the right way.'
MORE SHOTS AUDIENCE

(narrator track)
steroids makes headlines.
NAT FULL CLIP FROM INTERNET

(nat full you tube)
'... I stand before you and tell you that I betrayed your trust.'
NAT FULL BARRY BONDS VIDEO

(nat full '#756)
'Bonds hits 756'
MARK MCGUIRE

(nat full mark mcguire)
'I'm not here to talk about the past ...'
GIRLS W/STRAWS & THEN WINE BOTTLES

(narrator track)
steroids remains a focus,


but this year, new and special workshops inform young women about old dangers and new threats.
GIRLS W/STRAWS

 smoking and drinkING --
SANDALED FEET RACK

diet, and eating disorders.
SOT NANCY GRASMICKCOVER W/WAGGLING BOOT HEEL

(sot nancy grasmick)
'There is so much glamour attached to being thin today.'
SOT NANCY GRASMICKCG - NANCY GRASMICK         MD SCHOOLS SUP'T.

(sot nancy grasmick)
' -- just trying to emulate this idea that thin is good.'
HOLDING NSG VIDEO

(narrator track)
state schools superintendent nancy grasmick...
SOT MIKE GIMBEL' DRINKAREXIA'CG - MIKE GIMBEL         DIR., 'POWERED BY ME'

(sot mike gimbel)
'One of the new phenomenas that young teenage girls...'
POT SOUND UNDER

(narrator track)
and 'powered by me' director mike gimbel...
POT SOUND BACK UP FULL 

 ' --  is taking the drug alcohol and making it their calories for the day.'
AUDIENCE OF GIRLS

(narrator track)
talk about a most dangerous new diet fad dubbed 'drink-arexia.'
SOT MIKE GIMBEL DRINKAREXIA

(sot mike gimbel)
'So basically they starve themeselves all day then drink alcohol at night as their calories -- they drink so much they get sick and then they will vomit.'
SOT MIKE GIMBEL 'THIN ALSO PARTY'

(sot mike gimbel)
'And it's very very common among high school and college girls to want to stay thin, but also party, and have fun with alcohol. And so it's a deadly combination -- extremely dangerous -- and something that "Powered By Me' is addressing...'
GIRLS W/STRAWS

(narrator track)
it also addresses a resurgence in cigarette smoking -- again related to diet.
SOT KELLEY POWELLCG - KELLEY POWELL         COACH, PATAPSCO HS & CENTER FOR         THE ARTS

(sot kelley powell)
 'Those two issues do coincide seems to me -- I don't know that they recognize that when they smoke it suppresses their appetite...'
TOBACCO GRAPHIC AND PAN

(narrator track)
moderators drum in tobacco facts --
NAT FULL 'PAN FROM SCREEN' (INSIDE 'KELLEY' BIN)

(nat full)
'Could you please tell me when 15 minutes go by?...'
MORE STRAW SUCKING

(narrator track)
but there is nothing like sucking air through a straw to underscore the effects of years of smoking.
HOOKAH BARS

it starts with parents or peers ... or now perhaps at a hookah bar -- another trendy hook into the habit.
NAT FULL PHONE RINGS

(nat full)
'phone rings'
NAT FULL MIKE GIMBEL

(sot mike gimbel)
'They call it sexing -- 'sexting' -- they take nude pictures of themselves on their phones, and they send it to a friend ...'
COVER W/MEETING VIDEO

(narrator track)
another new fad called 'sex-ting' can have devastating consequences.
SOT MIKE GIMBEL

(sot mike gimbel)
'A young girl who sent a picture of herself to her boyfriend, naked, they broke up -- he sent it to some other friends, it ended up on the Internet -- she went to school and was humiliated and she committed suicide.'
NAT FULL

(nat full)
'We're all under 18 -- we're all the same age -- there would be a few -- there would be a few girls I knew that were in their 20's or whatever, but they had been doing it since their were our age anyways..'
HOLDING SEX VIDEO

(narrator track)
dangers old and new.


and the power to overcome thru knowledge.


the power to be -- powered by me.


this is msde tv.
MSDE TV GRAPHIC & FADE



